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Abstract—A simple and accurate AC resistance model is
essential for online estimation of copper loss which can be
utilized in several ways of controlling and monitoring. This paper
presents application of Squared Field Derivative on three-phase
IPM machine to model AC resistance of rectangular conductors.
It focuses on Finite Element Analysis to validate analytical
model. The deviations from analytical model due to saturation
and field weakening at high speeds are studied in detail and
the significance of these deviations on the context of operating
regions is discussed. This paper also presents application of the
same analytical approach to model AC resistance of overhang
conductors.

I. INTRODUCTION

An electric traction motor operating in the extended speed
range is employed in the transmission of electric and hybrid
vehicles. It is possible to design and operate the machines
for higher rated speed with the support of efficient power
electronic devices and fast processors. With this design, the
machine gets smaller and lighter. But the frequency dependent
losses magnify accordingly. There are several techniques to re-
duce these losses at the design level[1][2]. Furthermore, these
losses depend on the operating point and can be minimized
online if estimated with sufficient precision [3]-[5]. Most of
the techniques uses DC resistance to model the copper loss.
Since AC resistance is substantially higher than DC resistance
at high speed, it cannot be approximated with the latter one.
A simple and accurate AC resistance model is necessary for
online estimation. This model can also be applied in online
temperature estimation. There are several methods available in
the literature to model AC resistance [6]-[9]. However, models
which are suitable for online estimation in the entire operating
regime (high current and deep field weakening) are not well
discussed.

The modeling of skin effect, which contributes to AC
resistance, is relatively straight forward and has been well
established [10][11]. The modeling of the proximity effect
is complex due to peculiar magnetic structure and winding
distribution of electric machines. However, the traditional
proximity loss models used for transformers and inductors
have been used for electric machines with a compromise on
accuracy [12][13]. Reddy [6] compared traditional 1D model
with strand-level 2D analytical model, which accounts for
fringing at the slot opening. Unlike 1D model, the losses
on the conductor, in proximity of the slot opening is closely

matching with FEA results. In [7], an extension of this work
was presented, where the same model is applied to estimate
the bundle level proximity loss. An analytical model based
on subdomain field is presented in [8] to estimate eddy
current losses induced by magnetic field from magnet and
coil excitation. The distribution of flux density in the slot by
armature and rotor magnet excitations are integrated in [9] to
find the total proximity loss. The conformal mapping technique
is used for rotor magnet field and the model presented in [6]
is used for armature excitation field. It is shown that proximity
loss by rotor magnet field for a semi-open slot is negligible
as compared to that by armature coil excitation field. Most of
the above approaches need some level of computation which
may not be suitable for online estimation.

The analytical model for proximity losses presented in
this paper is based on Sullivan’s Squared Field Derivative
(SFD) method [14]. This method uses space averaged squared
derivative of flux density which can be found by solving sim-
ple magneto-static problem, either by numerical or analytical
methods. Its interaction with winding strands is calculated
analytically to find proximity loss. This method is more time
efficient than computing proximity loss numerically, and can
be extended to multiple phases and 2D or 3D magnetic fields.
The application of this approach, to find the proximity loss of
an electric machine, has been presented in [15].

In this study, analytical method to find the space average
square derivative of flux density in a slot was used. This paper
briefly describes the same approach and apply to a single layer
rectangular conductor three-phase winding of an IPM working
in extended speed range. The values from analytical model
are compared with FEA results. The effects of saturation
and deep field weakening on proximity losses are discussed.
This paper also investigates those effects in the contexts of
different operating regions. Finally, the analytical model for
AC resistance of overhang conductors is established by using
the same analytical approach.

The analytical model for AC resistance which are presented
in this paper can be implemented directly into an embedded
platform. The model estimates the copper loss at different
currents and speeds. The estimation scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
The AC resistance model takes operating frequency and coil
temperature as inputs and gives AC resistance as output. The
copper loss is found by multiplying the AC resistance with



RMSofphasecurrent.

Fig.1. Onlineestimationscheme.

Inthispaperthesymbols<>and− arestandforspace
andtimeaveragedvaluesrespectively.

II.ANALYTICALMODEL

Thetotaleddycurrentlossintheconductorsofanelectrical
machinefromvarioussourcesisexpressedas

Pcu=I
2(Rdc+Rskin+Rproximity)+Protorflux (1)

Protorfluxisduetoeddycurrentinducedintheconductors
byrotormagneticfield.Thiscomponentisnegligiblefora
welldesignedsemiopenslotmachine[9][16]anditisnot
consideredforanalyticalmodelinginthispaper.Rskincanbe
calculatedusing(2),whichaccountsforbothDCandAC(by
skineffect)resistancesofarectangulartypeofconductorper
phase[15].Thisequationisformedbyfirstderivingthecurrent
densitywhichexpressesthevoltagedropacrosstheconductor
(asE=J

σ),andtherealcomponentofimpedance,whichcan
foundbydividingvoltagedropbynetcurrentpassingthrough
theconductor.In(2),k1accountsfornumberofconductors
andparallelpathsinaphase,lisactivelengthofaconductor,
δisskindepth,σisconductance,andtheothergeometric
detailsareshowninFig.2.

Fig.2. GeometricaldetailsandfluxlinesfromFEoftheslot.
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Theexpressionforproximitylossisdevelopedbyfirst
derivingthecopperloss(i2r)byeddycurrentsinducedby
magneticfieldinx-direction(Bx)inelementallevelofa
conductor.Sincetheeddycurrentisproportionaltoderivative
ofBx,i

2rbecomesproportionaltosquaredderivative.By
integratingthroughouttheconductorarea[15],theconductor
levellosscanbecalculatedasin(3).Itcanbeeasilymodified
togetlossbyy-directionfieldaswell.
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Equation(3)canbemodifiedtoaccountalltheconductors
inaslotbybytakingthespaceaverageof(dBxdt)

2throughout
theareaofaslotandmultiplyingbythenumberofconductors
inaslot:

Pt=NCx
dBx
dt

2

(4)

In(4),thesourceofBxisthearmature-excitedmmfand,
hence,itisproportionaltocoilcurrent.Bynormalizingwith
thecurrent,BxcanbeseparatedintoB̂xand

di
dt.Therefore,

(4)becomes

Pt=NCx B̂
2
x(
di

dt
)
2

(5)

Equation(5)showsthat,as B̂2x becomesindependent
oftheexcitationcurrentandfrequency.Asimplemagneto-
staticproblemsolvedeitherbynumericallyoranalyticallyis
sufficienttofindthesolution.
Iftherearetwommfsourcesinaslot,say,phasesuandw,
whichisthecaseinmostelectricalmachines,thenetaveraged
fluxdensitycanbefoundbyaddingfluxdensityfromtwo
source(̂BxuandB̂xw)asgivenbelow.

B̂2x = B̂xu+B̂xw
2

= B̂2xu+2B̂xu B̂xw+B̂
2
xw (6)

Byarrangingthefluxdensitycomponentsandcurrent
derivativesforphasesuandwinamatrixform,thetotal
proximitylossinaslotcanbeexpressedas,

Pt=Cx(Nu+Nw)
d
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Thenextstepistofindthesquaredspaceaverageofflux
densityintheslotbyindividualphasesandtheircombined
fields.Theexpressionscorrespondingtodifferentfluxdensity
componentsaregivenbelow.
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Thefluxdensityiny-directionByisnotconsideredinthis
paperasitisnegligible,exceptthesmallfluxfringingregion
neartheslotopeningasshowninFig.1.
Byconsideringsinusoidalcurrentexcitation,andsubstitut-

ing(8)-(10)into(7),thetotaltimeaveragedproximitylossis
formedperphaseas
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Fig. 3. IPM machine model considered in this paper.

TABLE I
MACHINE DETAILS

Rated output 10000 W
Rated speed 8000 rpm

DC link voltage 48V
Number of poles 6
Number of slots 36

Number of turns per phase 48

(Nu
2 −NuNw +Nw

2) we
2 (11)

where, we is excitation frequency, k2 is the constant which

accounts for number of conductors and parallel paths in a

phase and I is the rms value of phase current. From (11),

Rproximity can be found by dividing it by I2.

III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The 2D model of the reference IPM machine is shown in

Fig. 3. The machine details are given in Table I. The machine

has six poles and 36 slots. Each slot has four conductors

of the same phase. A 2D Finite Element analysis is carried

out in commercial software JMAG. The net phase resistance

is estimated from the total joule losses in the conductors

when they are excited by a three phase source without the

rotor excitation applied in the FEA model. The estimated

values at different excitation frequencies along with those from

analytical model have very good correlations as shown in

Fig. 4.

As the next step, the phase resistance is estimated from

2D FEA with both the rotor and the armature are excited

together at different excitation angles (field weakening) and

different armature currents. Only few steps are shown to make

it convenient to explain. The excitation angle is varied from

0o to 90o with a step of 30o and the current is varied from 50
Apk to the maximum design value of the motor, 400 Apk. The

results are plotted in Fig. 5. The phase resistance from FEA

is matching with analytical model at lower frequencies (50Hz

and 300 Hz), and once the frequency increases to 600 Hz

and 900 Hz, the values differ for lower excitation angles (0o

and 30o). These deviations are due to interaction of rotor and

Fig. 4. Phase resistance vs excitation frequency.

Fig. 5. Phase resistance for different excitation angles and currents.

armature field. The resultant flux leaves the rotor and enters

the air gap with some angle from the radial axis. This results

in concentration of flux in the top portion of the stator as

shown in Fig. 6. The initial dip in the phase resistance in

Fig. 5. at lower excitation angles is due to the saturation of

the teeth by flux concentration. The following rise is attributed

from the fact that the more flux crosses the conductors as the

flux chooses nonmagnetic slot opening area as well at higher

currents as shown in Fig. 7. This figure is taken at the first time

step of transient simulation when U-phase conductors (in red

color) are not excited, but still the flux crosses through them

by other two phases. This results in additional eddy current

loss.

At higher excitation angles (60o and 90o), the rotor and

armature flux oppose each other, which results in pushing more

armature flux (leakage) towards the slot as shown in Fig. 8.

This leads to higher eddy current loss and results in higher

phase resistance as plotted in Fig. 5.

The correlation between analytical model with FEA results

at different frequencies, excitation angles and currents are



Fig. 6. Flux plot at 0o excitation.

Fig. 7. Flux lines near slot opening at 0o excitation and 200 Apk .

Fig. 8. Flux lines at 900 excitation.

analyzed on the context of operating regions. In the starting

region, where a machine operates at lower frequencies, lower

angles and higher currents, the analytical model shows good

correlation with FEA results between 50Hz and 300Hz as

shown in Fig. 8. In the mid region, where the machine operates

at nominal currents and lower field weakening, the model is

highly correlated with the values corresponding to 50A, 100A,

and 200A at 00 and 300, between 300 Hz and 700 Hz. Beyond

700 Hz, it shows deviation. However, the machine operates at

deep field weakening region (60o and 90o) beyond 700 Hz,

where the model shows good agreement with FEA results as

shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Phase resistance at 00 and 300 excitations.

Fig. 10. Phase resistance at 600 and 900 excitations.

IV. MODELING AC RESISTANCE OF OVERHANG

CONDUCTORS

The overhang conductors of a rectangular winding are

generally arranged in a good pattern. Therefore, the elec-

tromagnetic field which is created by these conductors also

shows some pattern. The understanding of this pattern can

help to develop analytical model of resistance contributed by

the proximity effect.

The overhang conductors of the reference machine are

arranged in four layers. The coil switches its layer after half

the coil pitch and then go to the next layer. First, the magnetic

field distribution is studied by energizing only one coil. It is

found that the conductors which are adjacent and parallel to the

conductors of the energized coil in the same layer show more

flux penetration and the conductors which cross over show

less penetration as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively.



Fig.11. Thefluxdensityplotshowingthepenetrationinparallelconductors.

Fig.12. Thefluxdensityplotshowingthepenetrationincrossover
conductors.

Figure13showsthetime-averagededdycurrentlossesof
allthecoilsintheoverhangregionwhenthecoilsofU-phase
isonlyexcited.Eachbarinthegraphcorrespondstoeachcoil.
Itisshownthatonlyadjacentcoilshaveconsiderablelossby
theproximityeffect.

Fig.13. ThetimeaveragededdycurrentlosseswhenonlyUphaseisexcited.

Basedontheunderstandingoffielddistributioninthe
overhangregion,itcanbeconceivedthataconductoris
electromagneticallyinfluencedbythefirstadjacentconductors
fromeachsideinthesamelayerformingagroupconsists
ofthreeconductors.Accordingtothewindingpatternofthe

referencemachine,twoconductorsofagroupbelongtoone
phaseandtheothertwobelongtoanotherphase.Inorderto
applythesameapproachusedinsectionII,thesquaredspace
averageoffluxdensityintheconductorhastobecalculated.
AcircularfluxpatternasshowninFig.14isassumedinthe
region.Theformulasformidconductorbythefieldfromtwo
adjacentconductorsbelongingtotwophases(uandv)are
derivedas

B̂ru
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2
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2 )
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Fig.14. Overhangconductorgroup.

Fig.15. Overhangconductorresistanceperphasevsfrequency.

AsinsectionII,bysubstituting(12)and(13)into(7)and
consideringthefactthatCx=Cr,theequationforproximity
lossperphasebecomes

Pto=k3
µ0
2σlowt

3wwI
2(Nu+Nv)

48π2(D+ww2)(D+
3ww
2 )



(Nu
2 +NuNw +Nw

2) we
2 (14)

where, Nu and Nv are u and v phase conductors in a group,

’+’ sign in (Nu
2 + NuNw + Nw

2) is because of the field

vectors of u and v phases are directly opposite in direction,

k3 is a constant which accounts for number of conductors and

parallel path in a phase and lo is half of coil length in one side

of overhang region. Figure 15 shows that a good correlation

exists between model and FEA values of the overhang phase

resistance.

V. DISCUSSIONS ON VALIDATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

The AC resistance model presented in this paper is a

function of frequency and machine details. It does not consider

magnetic saturation and effect of different current excitation

angles. The FE results at different current and angles for the

reference machine are close to the model results. However, this

can’t be the case for other geometric types of machines. The

model values may get deviated from the actual ones especially

at higher currents and higher current excitation angles.

The AC resistance model presented in this paper is a simple

and generalized one. It can be applied to any AC machines.

However, the model has to be validated at different frequency,

current and excitation angles. The accurate measurement of

AC resistance at these conditions is a challenge as it is difficult

to separate the iron and the AC copper losses from the total

loss. The combination of FE and experimental results would

be used to separate the losses [1] [17].

If the validation shows some discrepancy for the model,

the correction factors can be introduced. The corrected model

is then directly implemented into an embedded system. The

estimated or measured coil temperature is required to update

the resistance for temperature variation. The AC copper loss is

estimated from AC resistance and RMS value of phase current.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper identifies a simple analytical model for AC

resistance estimation for real time control and monitoring

purposes. It presents detailed FE analyses on validation of

analytical model for the reference IPM machine. These anal-

yses are resulted in describing the effects of saturation and

field weakening on AC resistance. However, the uncertainties

arised from these effects are acceptable for online estimation

purposes. The approach used for modeling of proximity loss

in active region is used to model for overhang region by

understanding the distribution pattern of magnetic field. The

analytical model shows good agreement with FEA results. The

approach and analytical model presented in this paper can

be applied to other machine geometries and topologies with

validation by FEA, for the conditions mentioned in this paper.
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